A comparative semantic study is made of an element of the family of concurrent object-oriented programming languages. Particular attention is paid to two notions: (i) dynamically evolving process structures, including a mechanism to name and refer to processes and a means to create new processes, and (ii) rendez-vous between processes involving the sending and answering of messages and the induced execution of method calls. The methodology of metric semantics is applied in the design of operational and denotational semantics, as well as in the proof of their equivalence. Both semantics employ domains which are determined as fixed points of a contracting functor in the category of complete metric spaces. Moreover, fruitful use is made of the technique of defining semantic meaning functions as fixed points of contracting higher-order mappings. Finally. syntactic and semantic continuations play a pervasive role.
w Introduction
We shall present a comparative semantic study of a language of the COOP (concurrent object-oriented programming) variety. Particular attention will be paid to the following two phenomana 9 The research of J. W. de Bakker was partially supported by ESPRIT Basic Research Action 3020: Integration.
dynamically evolving process structures, including a mechanism to name and refer to processes and a means to create new processes; a version of rendez-vous between processes involving the sending and answering of messages and the ensuing execution of method calls.
The language we consider is a slightly simplified version of the language POOL--the parallel object-oriented language designed by America. 4) Several semantic investigations of this language have appeared already: operational semantics, 2) denotational semantics, a) and a comparison of these two? 7) Cf. also Ref. 5 ) for a somewhat streamlined version of parts of Refs. 2), 3) and 27) --excluding the more difficult sections of the comparison--, and Ref. 7) , where an improvement of POOL's denotational semantics which is organized in three layers (for statements, objects and programs) is described. The latter paper is intended as well as a contribution to the issue of the full abstractness of the POOL semantics.
The treatments in Refs. 3) and 27) are rather complex and demand much from the uninitiated reader. The first aim of the present paper is to provide a more comprehensible version of these investigations, with special emphasis on the comparative issues. Partly, this is achieved by a presentation in two stages, both dealing with dynamically evolving processes, but only in the second one with a facility to name and refer to processes. Also, a careful tuning of the design of the operational and denotational definitions--in particular by the systematic use of so-called syntactic and semantic continuations--results in a transparent view of the relationship between the two models. Maybe more importantly, we propose a substantial simplification in the way the rendez-vous concept is handled. Firstly, the operational semantics rule for the rendez-vous is now appealingly simple and, secondly, some of the complexities in the denotational models of Refs. 3) and 27) , in particular in the definition of the merge operator, are to a large extent avoided. Related to this we find that the equation determining the domain used in POOL's denotational semantics is essentially simplified in our approach. (In the domain equation P = F(P), F(P) has no more subterms of the form (P ~ ...). See Section 2 for background on this.) In addition, the somewhat extraneous use of the denotational meaning function 79 as part of the intermediate operational semantics in Ref. 27 ) is no more necessary.
The second aim of our paper is to provide a case study is the use of metric semantics. Let us first devote a few words to its basic principles. Consider two computations pl, pz. A natural distance d(p~, p2) may be defined in terms of the notion of initial segment p(k) of p--roughly, that part ofp consisting of the first k steps (if present, otherwise p itself). Now we put d(p~, p2) = 2 -n, where n is the length of the longest common initial segment of p~ and ~ (i.e., n = sup{k Ip~(k) = pz(k)}). Details vary with the form of the pa, ~. If computations are given as words (finite of infinite sequences of atomic actions), we take the standard notion of prefix; if p~, p2 are trees, we use truncation at depth k for p (k) . Other Frtstly, it has been shown that cms's may be used to solve domain equations of the form P = F(P) (1.1) or, rather, (P, d) ~ F(P, d), with (P, d) the cms to be determined, ~ isometry, and F a mapping (functor) built from given cms's (A, dA), the unknown (P, d),
and composition rules such as 0 (disjoint union), • (Cartesian product),
(function space), and 79c~(.), T%(') (the power sets of all closed or compact subsets of .). See Refs. 15) and 6) for mathematical details. As an advantage over the more usual cpo framework when used to solve (1.1) we mention that the notions of closed and, especially, compact subset arise very naturally for (the meanings of) many programming constructs. In a cpo setting, one has to choose between the Plotkin-, Smyth-, and Hoare powerdomains (cf. Ref. 20) for definitions), and it may not be so readily seen how to motivate a choice among these on the basis of a programming (rather than a mathematical) intuition. Secondly, both denotational (79) and operational (69) semantics may be obtained as fixed points of (contracting) higher-order mappings, say ~ and q~. For 79 this is fairly traditional: in fact, it subsumes the classical fixed point treatment of recursion. For (_9 it is less standard: Starting from a transition system 7-in the familiar Plotkin SOS style, one may assemble all transitions for a given program zr into a meaning O (a-). Here the choice as to what kind of domain is used as range for (.9 (e.g. linear time, branching time 9,n) or bisimulation, interleaving or noninterleaving, TM failure set semantics 2s) is a separate decision, in most cases independent of the design of 7". Maybe the most important advantage of this way of defining O as fix(P) is that it suggests a quite natural method to establish (*) (.9 = 79, viz. by proving that D = ~(D), whence the desired result follows by Banach's theorem (this important proof method is due to Ref. 22) , cf. also Ref. 10)). Elsewhere 2~al) it is discussed how (*) may be strengthened to certain full abstractness results. Recently, investigations have begun concerning the possibility of obtaining D 'automatically' from a given transition system 7". In restricted cases this is indeed possible, 26~ and it is an interesting problem how this idea may be generalized.
Thirdly, unique fixed points may be used to define various semantic operators. In elementary settings, it is no problem to define e.g., sequential or parallel composition. However, if additional features such as infinite behaviour, possibly infinite alphabets, or rendez-vous as part of parallel composition are involved, it is non-trivial how to give rigorous definitions of such operations, and higher-order techniques again turn out to be quite useful.
For a discussion concerning the relative merits of metric versus cpo semantics we refer to Ref. 12) .
The present investigation is, partly, a companion to Ref. We conclude this introduction with a brief overview of the contents of the paper. Section 2 is primarily devoted to a concise presentation of the main ideas concerning the solution of domain equations over (i.e., in the category of) complete metric spaces. In Section 3 we develop comparative semantics for a language (s with 'parallel processes', here to be taken as a dynamically growing system of statements executing in parallel and communicating through (a skeleton version of) the rendez-vous concept. In Section 4 we add to these notions the facility to name and refer to processes, together with certain refinements of the rendez-vous. The resulting language we call Lpo, a language with 'parallel objects'. Both for s and s we exhibit operational and denotational semantics. We prove that O = D, for s in some detail and for s in outline, in Section 5. Here we find the pay-off from our earlier efforts to obtain a transparent correspondence between the two models, in that the proof of (.9 = D is largely syntax-directed, and does not require particular ingenuity.
w Mathematical Preliminaries

Notations
We use the phrase "let (x ~)M be such that ..." to introduce a set M with variable x ranging over M such that .... We use 7)~(-) for the collection of all subsets of 9 which have property re. We use f: X ~ Y to define a function f with domain X and range (or codomain) Y. If X = Y and x ~ X is such that f(x) = x, we call x a fixed point off. Iff has a unique fixed point we denote it by fix(f). For (x ~)M any set, we use ~ as a notation for a list (or vector) over M, with k _> 1 elements.
Domain Equations
As mathematical domains for our semantics we use complete metric spaces satisfying a so-called reflexive domain equation of the following form:
P ~--F(P)
(The symbol ~ is defined below; it says that there is a bijection from P to F(P) that respects the metric defined on the spaces.) Here F(P) is an expression built from P and a number of standard constructions on metric spaces (also to be formally introduced shortly). A few examples are e~ A U (B x P) (2.1)
where A and B are given fixed complete metric spaces. In Ref.15) it is first described how to solve these equations in a metric setting. Roughly, the approach amounts to the following: In order to solve P ~ F(P) they define a sequence of complete metric spaces (Pn)n by: P0 ----A and Pn+l = F(Pn), for n > 0, such that P0 c_ p1 c_ .... Then they take the metric completion of the union of these spaces ion, say if, and show: ff ~-F(ff). In this way they are able to solve equations (2.l), (2.2) and (2.3) above.
There is one type of equation for which this approach does not work, namely,
in which P occurs at the left side of a function space arrow, and G(P) is an expression possibly containing P. This is due to the fact that it is not always the case that P~ ~ F(P~). In Ref. 6) the above approach is genaralized in order to overcome this problem. The family of complete metric spaces is made into a category C by providing some additional structure. (For an extensive introduction to category theory we refer the reader to Ref. 24) .) Then the expression F is interpreted as a functor F: C ~ C which is (in a sense) contracting. It is proved that a generalized version of Banach's theorem (see below) holds, i.e., that contracting functors have a fixed point (up to isometry). Such a fixed point, satisfying P -F(P), is a solution of the domain equation.
We shall now give a quick overview of these results, omitting many details and all proofs. For a full treatment we refer the reader to Ref. 6). We start by listing the basic definitions and facts of metric topology that we shall need. We assume the following notions to be known (the reader might consult Ref. 17 
(M1 X ... X Mn, dp) (c) We proceed by introducing a category of complete metric spaces and some basic definitions, after which a categorical fixed point theorem will be formulated.
Definition 2.4
Let C denote the category that has complete metric spaces for its obgects. The arrows t in C are defined as follows: Let M1, Mz be complete metric spaces. Then M1 ---~' M2 denotes a pair of maps M1 ~ ~ Mz, satisfying the following properties:
(1) i is an isometric embedding, (2) j is non-expansive, (3) j o i = idM,.
(We sometimes write [i, j] for c.) Composition of the arrows is defined in the obvious way.
We can consider M1 as an approximation to Mz: In a sense, the set M2 contains more information than Mr, because M1 can be isometrically embedded into M2. Elements in M2 are approximated by elements in M1. For an element mz ~ Mz its (best) approximation in ml is given by j(m2). Clause (3) states that Mz is a consistent extension of 341.
Definition 2.5
For every arrow M1 ~ M2 in C with t = [i, j~ we define
This number ca be regarded as a measure of the quality with which Mz is approximated by 3/1: the smaller 3(0, the better 342 is approximated by /141. As a category-theoreric equivalent of a contracting function on a metric space, we have the following notion of a contracting functor on C.
Definition 2.6
We call a functor F: C ~ C contracting whenever the following holds: There exists an s, with 0 < e < 1, such that, for all D--,' E E C,
~(F(t)) <_ e-3(t)
We can now state the analogue of Banach's theorem (cf. Ref. 24) for the notions of convergence and direct limit): Theorem 2.7 Let F be a contracting functor F: C --* C and let Do ~o F(Do) ~ C. Let the sequence (Dn, tn)n be defined by D~+I = F(D,) and tn+l = F(t,) for all n _> 0. This sequence is converging, so it has a direct limit (D, (9",z) 
n). We have D F(D).
Let us now indicate how this theorem can be used to solve Equations (2.1) to (2.4) above. We define
If the expression G(P) in Equation (2.4) is, for example, equal to P, then we define G by
Note that the definitions of these functors specify, for each metric space (P, de), the metric on F(P) implicitly (see Definition 2.1). Now it is easily verified that Fa, Fz, F3, and/74 are contracting functors on C. Intuitively, this is a consequence of the fact that in the definitions above each occurrence of P is preceded by a factor id~/z. Thus these functors have a fixed point, according to Theorem 2.7, wich is a solution for the corresponding equation. (We often omit the factor ida/2 in the reflexive domain equations, assuming that the reader will be able to fill in the details.)
In Ref. 6 ) it is shown that functors like F1 to F4 have unique fixed points (up to isometry). The results above hold for complete ultra-metric spaces too, which can be easily verified.
w Parallel Processes
Introduction
We study the language Z~ of'parallel processes', with particular attention for the programming notions of process creation and rendez-vous. In Section 4, we shall extend /~p to the language ~po of 'parallel objects', the essence of the extension being the ability to name and refer to processes.
In /~pp we firstly find several conventional and simple programming constructs: assignments, sequential composition, conditionals, and the while statement. Also, a simple block construct introducing initialized (for convenience) local variables is included. Moreover, simple expressions (terms over some signature) appear. Three more advanced notions are furthermore considered:
Process creation: Assuming that already n processes (n > 0) are active (i.e. executing in parallel), the effect of the statement new(s) will be to create an n + 1-st process, with body s, to be executed in parallel to the n already active processes. Expressions with side-effects: We introduce here a simple version of side-effects, in order to motivate the mechanism of (syntactic and semantic) expression continuations. Again, a more interesting setting will be provided in Section 4.
Syntax
Throughout our paper, we use a self-explanatory BNF-like notation for syntactic definitions. We start with the introduction of four basic sets 
Operational Semantics
The operational semantics for s is derived from a transition system 7"p,. Transitions are built using so-called syntactic continuations, which we use in two varieties:
(r ~) SySCo, the syntactic statement continuations (g ~) SyECo, the syntactic expression continuations.
The design of these two classes has been motivated partly by our wish to obtain a smooth operational semantics for /:;~, partly by the desire to obtain a tractable link with the semantic continuations which play a key role in the denotational semantics. For the definition of 7"pp, we need the following basic definitions: for some n > 0. Such a rule should be read as: if we can establish (using 7-) that the n premises are satisfied, we may infer that the conclusion holds. If n = 0, we have an axiom, written simply as <r, d> -oe <r', r>.
(c) Rules which share the same (list of) premise(s) may be combined into one rule (with more than one consequence). (d) In a transition <r, o> --*e <r', r> we shall usually suppress mentioning the d. No confusion will arise, since transitions are always to be taken with respect to one fixed d. (e) A rule of the form <rl, d> --~a <r, r> <r2, 0">---->a <r, r> will be abbreviated to <r2, a> -% <rl, d> or even to 1"2 ~ rl. (Read: in order to execute r2, find out how to execute rl. The '0' expresses that this requires zero 'steps'.) (f) Each transition system 7-determines a relation o which is defined as the least relation (here subset of SySCo x E x Declpp x SySCo x T) satisfying the given axioms and rules.
Next, we give the definition of the transition system 7"p0 which will be used to obtain the operational semantics 69 for s Definition 3.5 (transition system Too for s
The rules in Too are organized in groups, for easier structuring. This grouping is not part of the formal system itself. rules for parallel execution <r, a> --' <r', r> (interleaving) <(r, ~-), 0> ~ <(r', F), r> <( e-, r), a> --' <( ~-, r'), r> <rl, o> --* <r', m>, <r2, o> ~ <r", r~> d ( m ) = s (rendez-vous) <(rl, r2), 0"> ---* <S: (r', r"), O> ' Explanation (assignment): evaluating x : = e amounts to first evaluating e, and transmitting the result a to the continuation which will eventually arrange that x is set to a. 
Remark 1
The treatment of the block construct as given here is not fully satisfactory, in that a local variable x declared as vat x: = e is amenable to changes induced by some parallel component (when occurring as part of the (1"1, r2) construct). In the setting of s this may be remedied along the lines of Ref. 16 ). In /2~o the problem does not occur thanks to the encapsulation mechanism achieved by the object machinery (see Section 4.1). For this reason, we are not bothered too much by this deficiency in our treatment of blocks in s
Remark 2
The reader who insists upon static scope (see e.g. Ref. 
(d, s).
Crucial here is the definition of the range P of the mapping (_9: E pp ~ P. We shall determine P as solution of a domain equation (in the category of complete metric spaces, cf. Section 2), viz.
2) may be understood as follows: Each element p in P (to be called a process as well, but now a mathematical, and not a programming, entity) is either the nil-process P0, or it is a function in E ~ 7~co(-) which, when supplied with a state cr as argument, yields an element X of 7~co(.), i.e. a compact subset of (E U M) X P. Thus, the elements of p(a) = X are of the form <a', p'> or <m, p'>. The first possibilty delivers a next state ty', together with a so-called resumption p'. This resumption tells us what to do next: In the operational or denotational setting this will be determined by the syntactic or semantic continuation, respectively. A second possibility for an element X is a pair (m, p'); here m results from a method call, and p' is as before. The rendez-vous rule resolves synchronized method calls. However, one-sided method calls which have not synchronized with their partner will leave such a pair (m, p') as a trace in the result. The domain P is used in the next definition which introduces the operational semantics (9a as fixed point of a contracting higher-order mapping (of meaning functions to meaning functions) ~a. To understand the structure of the definition, the reader should look at Lemma 3.7(c). This is the result in the form which is most intuitive, and to justify it we employ the ~d-mapping.
Definition 3.6
Let F E SySCo --~ P. 
(E, E)<a/z>)), 63>
Where e equals 63 (x). Via a zero-step e-rule we get to, using a fresh state 64, 
Remark
The domain P has rather more structure than is usual for an operational semantics. We use the same P for our denotational definitions in the next subsection; the proof that O = 29 (in Section 5) will considerably profit from it. On the other hand, it is not difficult to use the same 7"p~ to obtain a much simpler (i.e., less structured) operational meaning, say (.9*: s P*. The semantics (9* only records (sets of) sequences of states, instead of the much more complex processes in P. Thus O* is closer to the models used elsewhere in the literature on (operational) semantics. Let { 3} otherwise O*(r) exhibits three essential differences with Oa(r). Firstly, it has lost the branching structure of the latter. Next, steps (r, d) ---" aKr', m> do not contribute to the result (whence the possibility that the set {-} might be empty). Thirdly, the resumptions have disappeared (instead of (d', p'> we now simply employ p'(a')). As a consequence, 69~ is not compositional. In particular, no relation- It is not difficult to give a precise definition of an abstraction function abs which, when applied to any p ~ P yields the combined effect of the three differences just mentioned. In particular, we have that (9 * = abs o D .
For (9" as given, one may pose the question whether there are alternative abs', 7)" such that O * = abs' 9 2)" and which, among these, may be seen as the 'optimal' such pair (technically, this is called a 'fully abstract' model, the precise definition of which we omit). We know that the (abs and) D as presented in our paper is not fully abstract; on the other hand, it is an open problem which D ' is fully abstract for the given (_9* (and Ep~).
. 4 Denotational Semantics
We shall define the denotational semantics Z) for /2pp in terms of the auxiliary semantic mappings Za and Ca:
Za: Statpp -~ SeSCo _!~ p Ea: Exppp --~ SeECo ~ P
Here (p ~) P is as in Section 3.3, SeSCo =as P is the set of semantic statement continuations, and SeECo ----dr ( f ~) V---' P is the set of semantic expression continuations. The definition of the semantic parallel composition operator '1[' will be supplied in Definition 3.9. 
Y..(sl; s2)(p) = I a(s,)( 2r~(s2)(p))
Za(if e then st else s2 fi)(p) = Ea(e)(J13.if13 then Za(sO(p)else Za(sz)(p)fi)
Za(while e do st od)(p)
= Aa.{ (a, ga(e)(A13, if 13 then 2-a(st) (Z~(while e do st od)(p))else p fi)}
Za(new(sl))(p) --Z~(st)(po)llp
2"a(hegin var x: = e; st end)(p)
= Aa. Za(x := e; st)(Aa. { ( a [ a ( x ) / x ] , p)})(a) (b) g a ( a ) ( f ) = f ( a ) ga(x)(f) = Aa.{ (a, f(a(x))> } Ca( (9(ea .... ee))(f) = t.e a(et)(A13t .... 8d(ek)(A13k.f ( ~(13t .... 13,)))...) ga(s; e ) ( f ) = Zd(s)( ga(e)(f))
Some explanations may help. s = x := e: e is evaluated, the result is passed on to the expression continuation f = Aa ..... and eventually a change of state--setting x to a--is performed, and f then continues (resumes) with p. 
= flo'. 2-~(x' := e; s~x'/x])(A6.{(6[cr(x')/x'], p>})(6)
where x' is fresh (as in the remark just referred to). e ------x: As in "Tpp, a silent step is performed, and then the value ~(x) is passed on to the exprssion continuation f.
We proceed with the definition of the parallel composition operator. Let X, Y range over ~o(T • P).
Definition 3.9
Let/~, Pz ~ P. Finally, we put In Section 5 we shall prove. 
First Main Theorem
~a(F)(r) = Ao.{(a', F(r')>l<r, or> ---, <r', a'>} U {(m, F(r"), F(r')) I (r, a) ~ (r', (r", m))},
with '---~' with respect to the amended 7"pp. As to the denotational definitions, we impose the following changes: 
)(pTllp~')ll(p'~llpl)>l<m, p[', p'~> ~ X, (r~, p'z', p;) ~ Y, d ( m ) = s}
Note that in the last formula the process Zu(s)(pf lipS')11 (pc lIpl) mirrors the " r "~ ' r' p~" p~' operational construct (s: (r~, 2j, (r~, 2) ): the and may be seen as dependent, and the p~ and p~ as independent semantic continuations. We leave it to the reader to work out the required modifications in the equivalence proof of Section 5.
w Parallel Objects
. 1 Introduction
The language /2po extends s with a mechanism to name and refer to processes. Such a named process will from now on be called an object. It includes an 'active' part--comparable to the s in the new(s) construct of Section 3 --a n d a declarative part. In the declarative part we find the information on how a method name m is to be supplied with a method body /z, here taken in the mechanism. Instead of the earlier synchronized execution of m and r~ occurring in two parallel processes (leading to the execution of the body s = d(m) associated with m), we now have the following concept, execution of which is described in a number of steps:
(1) a statement answer(m), when occurring in the body of an object (named, say, by object name a) indicates willingness to execute the method /2 (associated with the method name m in the declaration of the class of which a is an instance) upon request; (2) a so-called send-expression e!m(~), when occurring in the body of an object (named, say, by object name /~) is executed as follows:
the value of the expression e is determined, resulting in the object 7; next the values of the expressions e~ .... ek are determined from left to right, resulting in ~'1, .., 9"k; a request for execution of the method associated with method name m by the object name ~, is issued [Step (2) takes place in parallel to Step (1)J; (3) in case the issue of this request synchronizes with the execution of the answer statement answer(m) as meant under (1) (implying that a = ~'), and assuming that/2 = A2.e', next (4) the values ~1 .... ~t k are assigned to the (formal parameters, i.e., the) instance variables Xl, .., xk, the expression e' is evaluated, the xi are reset to their earlier values (which they had just before the assignment), and the result 8 is returned to that position in object /~ where the value of e!m(~) is required; (5) execution is resumed with the parallel execution (in a) of the statement following answer(m) and (in /~) with the construct following e!m(~).
All through the execution of (1) to (5), further parallel objects (different from a or 8) will continue independently with their own activities. The only 'waiting' involved is (in a) for completing the evaluation of the method/z, and (in/3) for the returning of the value 6,. This brief sketch of the informal semantics of Epo should suffice here. More extensive explanations are contained in various studies on POOL semantics, z'3'27'~'7) We have aimed at the inclusion, in /ipo, of all essential features of POOL. Concepts not treated are temporary variables (in addition to instance variables) and the object nil; the conditional answer statement, and an answer statement of the form answer(m1 .... ink), k ~ 1; the method'call (not as part of a rendez-vous); a few special cases of expressions; (a full treatment of) the standard objects.
Apart from the last item, the missing features can be dealt with without undue effort, by small extensions of the present definitions. Standard objects are more difficult since they are not, by nature, compact (cf. Ref. 27 ) for more information on this).
Syntax
The syntax for Epo may be inferred from that of /~_pp, as amended in the light of the extensions outlined above. Note that the new and block constructs have been moved from the class of statements to that of expressions.
The following basic sets are used (x ~)IVar, a countable set of (individual or) instance variables (m ~)M, a finite set of method names (a, B, )" ~)SObj, the syntactic set of standard objects (to be identified later with the semantic set of standard objects including the integers, truth values, and maybe more) (c ~)Class, a finite set of class names.
We have no more use for the set Func. 
Operational Semantics
As before, we base the operational semantics on a transition system, now named 7"po. This will involve a somewhat extended notion of state, as well as an adapted notion of a, possibly labeled, syntactic continuation.
We begin with the introduction of the sets of objects and states.
Definition 4.2 (a) (c~, 1~, )" ~)Obj = SObj U ObjN
Here SObj is the set of standard objects, and ObjN is a (not further specified) set of object names. We proceed with the definition of the various continuations. Anticipating the denotational semantics, we already mention that each p will correspond to some (mathematical) process in P, and each X to some function in Obj ~ P. Whereas <a, r> should be read as: have r executed by object a, the construct a: X has as intended meaning that the object a is passed as argument to (the function which is the meaning of) X. The construct e: X (special case of e: g) is normally evaluated by some object, say g. The value of the expression e is determined (with respect to g); eventually, its value, say 7, is passed on to X (which itself may be a labeled construct, e.g., <a, g>). The construct <g, p) is auxiliary; the role of fl is (eventually) no more than to be thrown away.
Below, we shall make extensive use of pairs <p, a)--to be read as: execute the labeled continuation p with state a as argument. We adopt the convention that, in such a pair, p is always consistent with respect to a. This requires, by definition, that all a appearing as labels in p are element of az (the set of currently active object names). Here we say that a appears as label in <a, r) or <a, g) if a appears as label in p, pl, 02 or X, then a appears as label in (/91, /92), a: X, <fl, P>, <X, P> or (/9, X). The first possibility reflects a 'normal' step, the second results from an answer statement: <a, m> indicates that object c~ is willing to execute the method named by m, and the third results from a send expression, asking object g to execute m with parameters fi, with a result to be returned, upon completion of the method execution, to X. A transition rule has the general form as described in Section 3. Rules of the form and p2 a (corresponding) answer step (p', (/9, m)), the body of the method/.t = /12.e associated with m in the declaration is, after appropriate initialization with the parameters fl, executed, and the result is eventually passed back to Z'-After this the object name/9 may be thrown away (by the (/9, p) -*0 p-rule). If desired, one may refine the rendez-vous rule by the introduction of dependent and independent resumptions, cf. the remark at the end of Section 3. Furthermore, if one wishes to adhere to static scope one may employ the amendments pointed out in the previous section.
We next discuss how to use ~o to determine 0 for s First, we introduce the domain P which serves as range for 0. Corresponding to the three kinds of right-hand sides of a transition (viz. <p', a'), <p', <a, m)), (X, (/9, m, fi))), it is natural to define P as solution of the equation
Using this P, we define O as fixed point of a contracting higher order operator 9 a based on "Tpo. Since we now deal with transitions yielding both <p', ..) and (Z', -.) results, we introduce ~a as an operator on pairs of meaning functions F = <Ft, F2>: Thus, in order to execute (d, new(c)), the first instance of c is named by a--obtained when the set of active objects is still empty--and execution of the body of this object (given in the declaration of c) is initiated. In Section 5, we shall sketch the proof of the
Denotational Semantics
(p)) else p fi))} expressions s = f(/~) Ca(x)(a)(f) = Ao.{ <a, f(cr~(x)(a))> } s e)(a)(f) = Za(s)(a)( C~(e)(a)(f)) Ed(e!m(g))(a)(f) = Ca(e)(a)(klL( C~(ea)(a)(klL(... s m, /~>, f> })...)))) ga(new(c))(a)(f) = ka.{ (a', f (/~) [[ Z~(s)(/~)(p0)> }
Second Main Theorem For each n" ~ s O(rc) = D(rc).
w
Equivalence of O and D
We shall provide a detailed presentation of the proof that g? and D coincide on /;pp. For /Zpo, we shall only outline the main ideas.
We start with the equivalence proof for /:pp. We assume the various definitions from Section 3; in addition we give several further definitions which will link the syntactic continuations r to their denotations involving semantic continuations. 
Proof
In all the cases this is immediate by the definitions of 7"pp and of ~a. [] Next, we introduce complexity measures on SySCo and SyECo (and on Statpp, Exppp), which will play a role in an inductive argument in the proof of the key theorem below. The main step leading to the proof that 69 = Z) on /2pp now follows. The key idea is to show (following a method from Ref. 22) ) that the denotational mapping 7~a is a fixed point of the contracting higher-order operator ~)a which we used earlier to define On. This then implies that 7"de = On, from which O = 79 is immediate. 
T~a(rl, r2)(o)
where the step leading to (*) is justified as follows:
~(7~)(r~)(o) [~ ~(7~)(r2)(o) {<o, Ia(s)(p'[[p")> l <m, p'> ~ q)a(7~a)(rD(o), <r~, p"> ~ q)a(~a)(r2)(a), d(m) = s}
{<o, Z~(s)(p'llp")> I <m, K> ~ {<r', 7~(r')> I <r~, o> -~ <r', r'>}, 
Remark
The above proof suggests that, once 7-m, is in the 'right' form, and 2) and the semantic operators follow the structure of Tp~, then the proof that O = 2) follows more or less 'automatically', i.e., it may be completely syntax driven without an appeal to additional arguments. In Ref. 26) , it has been established that this is indeed the case for transition systems (and associated 2)) of a restricted format. We conjecture that the approach of Ref. 26 ) may be generalized to cover the present case as well. This would require, more specifically, a better understanding of how continuations might be incorporated in the method of Ref. 26 ).
We next outline how the proof that (.9 --D on s may be structured extending the above approach. We first provide the counterpart of Definition 5.l. 
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